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CBA members will enjoy the new added benefits, which include:

L

• Courthouse Express Entrance: No more waiting in line.
Show your current Dockit issue and you can bypass security.
No more snapping of bras, removing belts or raising pant legs.
• Drivers License/State ID: Duh Dockit is now recognized as
an official state/county identification. No driver’s license? No
problem! Just show them Duh Dockit and law enforcement officials will let you go free. Great perk for the poll’s 10% who “no
habla ingles.”
• City Sticker: You no longer need a city sticker (anywhere in
Lake County), just place Duh Dockit on your vehicles dashboard.
No ticket. Guaranteed. They might even clean your windshield.
• Free Parking: Place Duh Dockit on your vehicles dashboard
and you can park anywhere…and we mean anywhere you
want, for free and without fear of being towed.
LCBA First Vice President Perry Smith was running late and
decided to park on the ramp of the courthouse entrance. He
was cheered on and politely welcomed by Lake County Sheriffs
who escorted him to the courtroom bypassing security. Now
that’s another great member benefit...well, that’s only if you’ve
paid your dues on time.
• FREE CLE: Trying to meet the CLE deadline? Tired of scraping
for CLE? You don’t have time for that! The MCLE board has just
approved a new measure. If you send them, twelve Dockit issues of the previous year, they will give you 12 CLE credits.

Duh Dockit
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The

President’s Page
by

Elizabeth Rochford
Rick LesseR
’m baaack! I have retaken control of
the LCBA. I want you to be reassured
that all normal systems will continue
to operate during this transition.

I

As I’m sure you can understand (well, at
least those of you who did not graduate
from John Marshall), I had to resume control when the March Dockit appeared and
I was only pictured in a group photo on
the back page. Unacceptable! The LCBA
By-Laws [Double Secret Article 47, Sec.
1(AA)] requires that I be prominently pictured in all issues of The Dockit. The
penalty is defalcation to my personal control.
The LCBA has purchased the unoccupied
Thomson Correctional Center, which
briefly was considered for Guantanamo
Bay prisoners. Former Prez Liz Rochford
and her Board of Directors are now
housed in that safe location. She asks me
to express her support for this direct implementation of the By-Laws. The Thomson Correctional Center will now be used
as the new LCBA College. In addition to reeducating the old Board, the College will
be used to train lawyers who try to speak
over Judge Mullen and lawyers who wear
Jerry Garcia ties to Probate. Peoples Law
School will be conducted in the College
Commons Center (f/k/a Prison Weight
Room). Liz thanks you for your compliance during her re-education process and
for your donations to the Crest Tooth
Whitening Project. Liz’ named successor
Perry Smith and his doppelganger Scott
Gibson are in adjoining cells and have also
endorsed my resumption of the Presidency.
Since its inception in 1912, the LCBA has
always been dedicated to one primary
purpose: Making Rick Lesser Look Good.
For many years, the LCBA walked in the
wilderness, searching for my picture. Ob-

HOURLY RATE

LEVEL OF SECURITY SCREENING

$350+

No Screening, Free Starbucks™ Coffee

$250 - $349

Wallet Search for Razor Blades Only

$150 - $249

Regular Search with Wanding

$1 - $149

Full Public Body Cavity Search

viously, this was a great and ambitious
goal for any organization, yet the LCBA
has, except for the March Dockit, consistently achieved this worthy purpose. We
cannot now afford any more backsliding!
Our first step forward will be the erection
of a statue of me in the courthouse lobby.
We will have to displace the faux Starbucks, but that’s not much of a loss. The
statue will depict me in my natural pose,
billing hours for the good of humanity. Remember, legal fees are the highest and best
use of money. What other money is spent
to enable thoughtful and reasoned government? Certainly not your Federal or
State tax dollars!
Next, I am arranging for a security pass
system that will allow lawyers access to
the Courthouse without their Daily
Wanding. The system, appropriately, will
be based upon hourly rates. See chart
above.
I hope that this new system will both
allow the security lines to move faster and
also to discourage under-pricing. Your
time is valuable (if you’re not in Judge
Hall’s Courtroom).
Next, we will address the lack of courtrooms. Currently, we have 34 courtrooms
for 36 judges. The solution is obvious:
Night Court. Judges will “hot bunk” by
taking turns in the courtrooms. The Third
Floor will henceforth be Law Division dur-

ing the day and Family Law at night. The
First Floor will be used for an expanded
Probate/Chancery Division during the
day and Felonies at night.
Night Court will be held beginning at 9:00
pm, which is much closer to the time most
of the litigants are usually going out. Your
clients will be easier to deal with during
their normal waking hours. When Matt
Kaplan goes through his nightly transformation from a weredog back to his daytime persona, we would appreciate the
Family Law Committee cleaning up after
Matt by dawn. John Quinn has been appointed Special Master to implement the
new schedule.
The current cafeteria is run by the same
people who provide food for the jail. The
Bar Foundation will take over the cafeteria and open our new Courthouse Casino.
Talk about your revenue enhancer! As a
501(c)(3) entity, the Foundation will host
Roulette, Blackjack and Poker. Slot machines will be added to the corridors. The
Courthouse Casino will feature a full bar
so that we can have real bar association
meetings. Unemployed real estate lawyers
and paralegals can find work as croupiers
and wait-staff until the economy rebounds in 2025. The profits will be used
to purchase and remodel the new LCBA
International Tower on the site presently
wasted on Prairie State Legal Services.
Your President needs an office on the top
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floor worthy of his grandeur.
After I have completed these
reforms, LCBA control will be
returned to the elected leaders
if their LCBA College grades
are a B+ or above. If they are
not teachable, I will appoint
the Simonians, Steve and
Judge, to form a new governing body. During this interregnum, I want to assure you that
you have nothing to fear from
the old Rochford cabal. Do not

April 2011
be misled by those whom we
seek to mislead! We are leading
you to a new day, in which you
and future lawyers can gaze
lovingly upon my pictures in
the Dockit without fear of further interruption.
If you have any questions or
complaints, please contact
Court Administration. They’ve
been ignoring your complaints
for decades, so they are well
equipped to deal with you now.

April 2011
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YOUNG & NEW LAWYERS COMMITTEE
UPCOMING EVENTS
·
·
·
·
·
Photo of committee members (who are currently employed) at their last meeting
on February 24, 2011.

Monday through Friday.
Every courtroom.

Bingo
Shuffle Board
Pig Roast
Croquet
Sewing Teams Now
Being Formed
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An Interview with

Retired Judge
Roy McKlutzky
A

fter what felt to many of us like a thousand years on the
bench, Judge Roy McKlutzky recently retired. Judge McKlutzky was appointed as an Associate Judge when Judge
Daniel Shanes, a recent Circuit Court judicial appointee, was just a
glimmer in his mother’s eye. He was appointed by the Illinois
Supreme Court as a Circuit Judge before the internet was invented.
Before becoming a Judge, he did other stuff.
Judge McKlutzky has a wife and some
kids and the like. He grew up in some
random town somewhere in Illinois, and
went to some relatively unknown college, where he received a useless Bachelor of the Arts degree approximately a
hundred years ago. He received his law
degree from a better-known but still not
top tier law school some time thereafter.
Judge McKlutzky has seen many
changes to the practice of law in Lake
County since taking the bench. The use
of the guillotine, for example, has fallen
out of fashion, as has the practice of
drawing and quartering. Judges are no
RICK
longer required to wear white wigs and
LESSER
frilly shirts beneath their robes. Indeed,
according to Judge McKlutzky, although judges claim to still insist
on a certain level of respect and decorum in their courtrooms, many
litigants can barely be bothered to change out of their pajamas to
attend court. Although he championed the idea of imposing a dress
code for lawyers practicing at the Lake County Courthouse, Judge
McKlutzky simply could not get the majority of the bar to agree to
the facial hair requirement for men.

By

Rebecca
Whitcombe

During his time on the bench, Judge McKlutzky presided over socalled high-profile criminal cases, as well as other kinds of cases
about which nobody really cares. However, he made a name for himself in the field of legal ethics, and his colleagues on the bench will tell
you that this made him a real buzz kill at social events. Judge McKlutzky is widely published, often quoted and misquoted, and hugely
respected, both within the State of Illinois and throughout the country, for his knowledge in this area. Since his retirement, rumor has it
that he plans to assume a faculty position teaching – surprise! – legal
ethics at a law school that is even better known than the one from
which he himself graduated (but still not, unfortunately, top tier).
When asked what kind of legacy he hopes to leave the world of legal
ethics upon his retirement from the Lake County bench, Judge McKlutzky responded, “Ethics, Schmethics – I’m going to Disney Land!”

Judge McKlutzky
by the numbers

25

# of years Judge McKlutzky served
as a Lake County Judge

250

# of years it felt like

250
million

Approximate number of Diet Cokes
Judge McKlutzky drank during his
time on the Lake County Bench
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A Fable for Today
O

ne upon a time in a judicial district
not far away, situated on the edge of
a vast inland sea, which was called
by prior inhabitants by a name unlikely to
be properly pronounced by the later populace, and therefore mangled – but I digress.
In this idyllic
setting it had
long
been,
cheerfully if
m i s t a ke n ly,
assumed that
people knew
how to dress
when acting
By
in
certain
roles
(you
know – swimsuits on the
RICK
beach, formal
LESSER
attire at the
ball, odd headgear and clothing marked
with commercial logos at sporting events,
and so forth).

Ann
Conroy

Sadly, an uncomfortable notion slowly
arose that this pleasant phantasm was no
longer applicable. People were coming to
court in all manner of unsuitable clothing
– and that’s just the public. The participants themselves had started baring body
parts unseen, and unforeseen, as proper
in the heretofore sanctified (some said
sanctimonious) confines of the courtroom. The clothing of the judges and security personnel, it must be admitted,
remained substantially as it had been, although what was work under the concealing judicial robes remains largely a
mystery. There have been stories – but
alas, another digression.
At all events, the pulses of some conscientious types, otherwise called old fogies,
beat a little faster (a phenomenon viewed
with alarm by their medical practitioners)

when it was announced that a committee
would be formed to observe and report
upon these developments. The hope,
loudly applauded when the pronouncement came, was that decorum could be restored within the hallowed halls of justice.
The belief ran strong that as one dresses,
so one behaves. There was no solid evidence that this understanding was supportable, but it went unquestioned and
uninvestigated, perhaps another manifestation of the urban legend.
Although the committee’s work has yet to
be made public, here following are parts
of the anticipated report:
The committee, after considerable deliberation, has determined that men’s garb in
the courtroom, their fashions altering at
a glacial pace, may continue largely as it
presently is. Male attorneys are encouraged, not to say required, to wear suits or
some close approximation thereof, accessorized by more or less standard items –
shirts, ties, shoes, socks. Flip-flops and
bare feet are to be actively discouraged
and bedroom slippers allowed only in circumstances in which the alternative
would be a surgical boot. Net shirts and
skin-tight silver lame trousers will not be
tolerated by the bar, whether the judiciary
likes them or not.
As to female attorneys, problems surfaced.
For example, in a dazzling display of sartorial inconsistency, one female attorney
was observed wearing a lovely accessory
scarf, knotted fetchingly at the neck and
cascading to her knees, an area unvisited
by her skirt hems since the wearer was
seven. However charming that appeared,
neither her blouse nor her scarf was sufficient adequately to cover her physical
above-waist attributes. The resulting display not only startled the judge, herself a
woman (but one whose fashion and physical benefits were disguised by her long

black robe) but set off a stir among the
spectators in the courtroom which the
court officer was unable to quell, absent
additional assistance or the use of
firearms.
As hemlines have soared, so necklines
have plummeted. The wearers in most instances are young and often highly attractive.
This
combination
of
circumstances has established a desperate
conflict in the responses of some of the
committee members, almost exclusively
males. The female members, whose tendency apparently runs to dressing much
like nuns on holiday, simply rolled their
eyes. You can, perhaps, appreciate the nature of the ensuing discussions among the
committee.
The net effect of the conundrum posed by
the varying reactions among committee
members to feminine attire has been to
stalemate the committee’s actions hopelessly. It is not anticipated that a full report, much less recommendations, will be
forthcoming any time soon. Meanwhile,
the courts must worry on, perhaps involving themselves more actively regarding what is worn by litigants, witnesses,
and the general public. This approach
presents a whole new range of irritants
and reactions, too complex to be discussed
here.
The moral, if any, may be for each of us,
when time allows, to observe our fully
dressed selves in a large mirror, prior to
leaving home, and ask, “What would
Grandma say?”

The End

Duh Dockit
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The Power of the Pen
(or Pencil)
just recently attended the Futuristic,
Ultra-Technological Plumology Seminar in Las Vegas. In attendance were
professionals from all over the country.
There were lawyers, doctors, accountants,
judges, realtors, business executives,
traders, and even elected officials. I sat
next to some
guy named
Larry
or
maybe it was
George. The
presentation
was truly revo l u t i o n a r y.
For years and
years, I have
routinely written articles
By
about all the
new and exciting technologies available
The Electronic
to all of us. I
Unplugged Lawyer
always
explained the
(as written by
and imMichael S. Strauss) uses
portance of
each product. Once again, I have a product that you all need to become familiar
with.

I

Alan
Pearlman

The seminar began with a projection of
the exciting product. It was white and
long. It had a black cap at the top and the
letters “Bic” engraved into it. It was a pen!
It comes in many different colors and can

also be used as a pointer or to chew on if
need be. Apparently, the way it works is
that it contains a substance, called ink.
When the tip of the pen, or nib, touches a
surface, such as paper, the ink comes out
and leaves a mark on the paper. If you
have good control over the pen, then you
can actually write down the thoughts in
your head onto a piece of paper. With
some pens, you can purchase refills of ink,
and with other pens, you cannot.
They also spoke about pencils as well. The
unique feature of a pencil is that it comes
with a rubber piece, called an eraser,
which can be used—now get this—to
erase what you just wrote down! It can
sometimes be refilled as well, and sometimes not.
I know that you all are thinking, how can
“The Electronic Lawyer” be serious about
pens and pencils? As I stated before, I have
always provided you with the new technologies. New technologies require electricity. What if we have no electricity?
Then what? As John Smith, who has
worked at Office Depot and Office Max and
is currently unemployed, expertly said,
“Pens do not require electricity.” I could
not have said it better. Even Sandra Johnson, who was not part of the seminar but
some random person I met at about 2:43
a.m. in a casino, told me, “Pencils have
erasers, but sometimes they don’t work so
good.” Again, what could I add to that?

Speaking as an attorney, Stephen Newland said to me, “I like pens. It is funny you
mention pens. I have found that when
working on contracts and forms it is much
easier to use pens than crayons. Thankfully, I made the switch from crayons to
pens five years ago. ” Even Gary
Schlesinger mentioned, “Pencils are one
of the only things older than I am.” The
Honorable Ray McKoski confided in me, “I
guess I was ahead of the times because
have been using pens for years!”
In 1839, Edward Bulwer-Lytton penned
(get it: penned, not typed) the phrase,
“The pen is mightier than the sword.”
Well, I do not know of anyone using a
sword these days, but who could argue
that the pen is mightier than the computer or whatever other technology I have
brought to you in the past?
The use of some form of pen or pencil
dates back to 4000 B.C. Computers are
much newer. Why gamble when you can
use the proven product? Pens and pencils
can be purchased at very reasonable
prices and are sold just about everywhere.
I highly suggest you invest in some pens
and pencils soon.
Happy writing!

April 2011
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How to Win Over Your
Child’s Representative/GAL
A

s many family law practitioners
ing or condescending to instruct the child
any other parenting issue, child repreknow, in contested custody matters,
rep/GAL regarding how to conduct their
sentatives love nothing more than spendattorneys are often appointed by the
investigation. Indeed, many attorneys
ing their time discussing every detail
Court to represent minor children as a child
who represent children are overworked,
regarding the children, including visitarepresentative or to report to the Court reunderpaid, and unappreciated, and
tion schedules, extracurricular activities,
garding the children’s best interest as a
sometimes in need of being “set straight.”
the children’s diets, sleeping habits, and
guardian ad
any and every other minutia regarding
litem (“GAL”). • Tell the child rep/GAL that he/she is not
the children and their day-to-day lives.
qualified to do his/her job if he/she does
We are often
not have children or really for any other • Advise your client to “correct” the GAL
challenged to
reason you can come up with. Attorneys
after he or she has submitted a report to
advise
our
who represent children go through signifthe court. Once a GAL has completed an
clients as to
icant training in order to become child repinvestigation and taken the time to prehow best to
resentatives. However, just because they
pare and submit a report, it is inevitable
deal with the
are trained to do their jobs, you should not
that one or both of the parents will dischild’s reprepresume that they actually know what
agree with some of the contents of that
sentative/GAL
they’re doing. It is obvious that, notwithreport. It does not matter that the GAL
during their
standing this training, a person who does
can be called as a witness, questioned reBy
investigation,
not have children cannot possibly repregarding the details of his or her investigain order to
sent children adequately.
tion, and cross-examined. If your client
present themdoes not like the contents of the GAL’s reselves in the
• Always refer your client to the child
port, you should advise your client to
best
possible
RICK
rep/GAL whenever an issue arises that incontact the GAL and explain the reasons
light. In addivolves the word “child.” This is especially
LESSER
why the contents of that report are intion, there are
effective where the attorney is appointed
correct. Again, this is a valuable use of
some pointers that should be observed by
as a GAL, whose obligation is to conduct
the GAL’s time and the parents’ funds.
counsel for the parties in dealing with child
representatives/GALs in order
• Do not bother to exercise
to maintain the best possible
client control. Feel free to
relationship with child repreell the child rep/GAL how awful the other attorney allow your clients to walk
sentatives and GALs involved
roughshod over the child
in our contested custody
is,
how
equally
rotten
the
opposing
party
is
rep/GAL – let them call as
cases. The purpose of this armuch as they want, talk as
ticle is to provide practical adand how much of an angel your client is.
much as they want, about
vice to attorneys in terms of
whatever they want, no matdealing with child representater
how irrelevant it may be.
tives and GALs, and how to
Advise your client that nothadvise their clients to deal with them.
an investigation and present a report to
ing is irrelevant – the more the child
the Court containing his or her recomrep/GAL knows, the better able he or she
Advice to Attorneys
mendations.
Even after the GAL submits
In order to maintain a civil and amicable reis able to conduct an investigation and
a report, it is always an effective use of the
lationship with the child rep/GAL, attorcome to the “right” conclusion. This is esGAL’s time and the parties’ money for the
neys should observe a few basic rules, both
pecially good advice for clients of limited
parents to repeatedly contact the GAL refor communicating and dealing directly
means, who cannot afford to pay the
garding
any visitation problems or other
with the child rep/GAL. Those rules are set
child rep or GAL for the time spent dealconcerns or disagreements pertaining to
forth below.
ing with them.
the children. Of course, if the attorney is
• Tell the child rep/GAL how to do his or
appointed as a child representative, the • Tell the child rep/GAL how awful the
her job. This is especially effective with
parties’ counsel should presume that part
other attorney is, how equally rotten the
younger attorneys serving as child repreof the child representative’s job is to adopposing party is and how much of an
sentatives and GALs, who perhaps simply
dress each and every concern or disangel your client is. Forget about the fact
need some friendly advice regarding the
agreement pertaining to the children, no
that child representatives and GALs are,
position they take or the reasons they
matter how minor. Whenever there is the
after all, attorneys, and presume that
take that position. It is not at all patronizslightest infraction regarding visitation or
they will not have the good sense to know

Annonymous
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that you are biased. Presume, rather, that
they will believe every word you say while
you trash talk opposing counsel and their
client and attempt to cast your client as
the next coming.
Advice to Clients
Below are a few key pieces of advice that attorneys should give to their clients in terms
of how to best deal with the child representative or GAL:
• Don’t pay the child rep/GAL. Many times,
attorneys who work as child representatives and GALs do not do the kind of work
they do because it is a great way to make
money. Because they are court appointed,
child reps and GALs often have no choice
but to continue working even when they
are not being paid. Unlike counsel for the
parties, child reps and GALs cannot simply
withdraw as counsel of record. As such,
parents should not worry about having to
pay the child rep or GAL’s fees, as they do
not really expect to get paid anyway.
• Call the child rep/GAL every time any issue
comes up regarding the children that you
don’t like. No matter how insignificant the
issue may be, they love this crap. Child reps

Duh Dockit
and GALs often have very little going on in
a given day, and therefore have more than
enough time to discuss even the most trivial matters. After all, if there is a child rep
or GAL involved in your case and you contact your attorney to discuss a child-related
issue, your attorney will simply tell you to
call the child rep/GAL anyway. (See also
Paragraph #3 under “Advice to Attorneys,” above.)
• Coach the children. Parents should tell
their children exactly what to say to the
child rep/GAL. They should also tell the
children about everything that goes on in
court. Mothers should tell the children
what a dirtbag their father is, fathers
what a witch their mother is, and both
parties should explain to the children that
they don’t need to listen to their other
parent, and that everything that’s wrong
in their lives is because their other parent
is a horrible person. Child reps and GALs
really like it when parents psychologically
damage their children, and they are far
too stupid to understand what it means
when young children come into their offices and speak the same words to them
that their parent just spoke to them.
• Accuse the other
parent of abusing
the
children
(whether it’s true or
not). If a parent is
unhappy with the
other parent’s actions, or simply
wants to get a “leg
up” in the custody
battle, and regardless of the actual
presence of any
abuse, it is common
practice for parents
to accuse each other

April 2011
of abusing the children. This is not only
an effective way of limiting visitation
time, but is a great use of government resources in connection with the DCFS investigation that will ensue.
• Get an Order of Protection. This goes
hand-in-hand with #4, above. Regardless
of whether it is justified, an Order of Protection is an excellent tool in limiting (or,
if you’re lucky, entirely terminating) the
other parent’s visitation. If the other parent is physically, mentally, or verbally abusive, an Order of Protection is the best
way to prevent future abuse. Of course,
even if there is no actual abuse, but the
client simply does not like the way he or
she is being treated, it is always worth a
try to get an Order of Protection. This can
be a much more efficient way to get a
spouse kicked out of the house or to manipulate custody and visitation, without
having to go through the time and expense of filing motions in family law
court. Most importantly, Orders of Protection can often be procured on an emergency basis, and without having to use
an attorney, so you incur no fees!
Conclusion
A Child Representative or GAL can be a useful and beneficial addition to any contested
child-related matter. The guidelines set forth
above should prove helpful in ensuring the
best possible relations between the child
rep/GAL and the parties. Most importantly,
both clients and attorneys alike should always remember that child representatives
and GALs are tasked with ensuring the protection of the children’s best interest. As
such, it is imperative for both the parents
and their counsel to constantly and repeatedly instruct the child rep/GAL regarding
what they believe to be in the children’s best
interest, as he or she will obviously never
accurately figure it out otherwise.
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The History of Our Legal Community
Where Did Our History Go? Can it be Found? Well, Whatever.
egal history doesn’t just hang
around and speak when spoken to.
It must be carefully researched and
diligently recorded, for as legal historian
Adelbus Humperdink once stated, “without recorded history, lawyers might just
make s*!t up.”
(Oh come on,
really. That
would never
happen.)

L

Glee Does
Not Equal
History
It
recently
came to the
By
Lake County
Bar Association’s attention that the
RICK
LCBA’s history
has gone comLESSER
pletely missing. When asked why, the Association’s
Executive Director, Christ’s Boat, stated,
“What would you expect—they met at the
Swedish Glee Club for much of the first 75
years. Most of our members had trouble
remembering their names by the end of
those meetings.” When questioned about
what he’s doing to remedy the situation,
Mr. Boat responded, “Hey, I may be
Christ’s Boat, but don’t expect me to turn
water into wine!”

Steve
Rice

The History of Our Courthouse
One lost episode of Lake County legal history is the story of the creation of the current courthouse. Many lawyers have
heard the tall tale of how the current
courthouse was carefully tailored to create a cutting-edge courts facility at the
end of the 1960s. The truth is more sinister.
In fact, the design and implementation of
the current courts complex is directly attributable to a vacation that Soviet General Secretary Joseph Stalin made to
Waukegan in 1952. Sunbathing by
Waukegan’s industrial harbor, as was his
holiday preference, Mr. Stalin gazed up at
the stately Victorian courthouse perched

above the harbor and exclaimed, “Hey,
have I got an idea for you, and it won’t cost
you a single ruble!”
Having captured the attention of seven
nearby County Board members, Mr. Stalin
explained that he had architectural plans
for a Palace of Justice he wanted to build
in Vladivostok, but, as it turned out, his
countrymen had rejected the design because it was simply too grotesque. Focused
firmly on the ruble they would be saving,
the County Board members embraced
Stalin, accepted the architectural plans,
and promptly built the current courts
complex. Asked why the elevators in the
courthouse move at such a tortoise pace,
County Historian Dougbert Stiles relates
that if you peel up the elevators’ floorboards, you will find the following message inscribed: “This’ll grind you capitalist
swine to a halt!” – J. Stalin.
In the County Board’s defense, the Lake
County Treasurer states that the ruble
saved was wisely converted into an East
German Mark in 1970 and carefully invested over the last 40 years; as a result,
the County now sits upon a deposit of 14
trillion East German Marks. Informed that
the East German Mark is no longer convertible and thus worthless, attorney and
County Board Chairman David Stolman
responded that he’s just discovered a way
to save the County all future expenses on
toilet paper.
The History of Waukegan’s
“Central” Role
A final vignette of Lake County legal history is all that fits into this column, and so
we turn to the history of why
Waukegan—located on the outer edge of
the county—was chosen as the heart of
the
Nineteenth
Judicial
Circuit.
Mundelein really wants to know.
In fact, Waukegan was the geographic
center of Lake County until the Great
Earthquake of 1912, which created Lake
Michigan and swamped the then-existing
towns of Freedomville, Blueslake, Monticello Hills, and Coyote Grove (residents of
each of these villages escaped and formed

new towns farther west). Thus was
Waukegan relegated from the center to
the far easternmost part of Lake County.
In an attempt to restore Waukegan to its
former location, noted industrialists attempted to backfill its harbor with PCBs.
Unfortunately, these philanthropically
minded industrialists went bankrupt before the task could be completed.
Related Non-Historical Update
The County Board is currently poised to
approve the building of a new courthouse,
which will be constructed solely from
PCBs dredged from the Waukegan harbor.
When the County’s Health Department
was queried about the cancerous health
effects of having County employees and
others housed in a building made of PCBs,
it referred the question to State of Illinois
pension analyst Wilfred Tannenhouser,
who stated that the PCBs were not a big
problem, that any ill health effects would,
at most, affect those employees who live
past age 65, and that, upon completion,
the State’s pension liabilities for Lake
County will have been eliminated.
An honored cemetery plot next to the
great Waukegan industrialists awaits Mr.
Tannenhouser.
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Point / Counterpoint
Point
Zombies are not a Suspect Class

“Braaaainnnnssss!” (I’m pretty sure that
last one was a zombie.)

CounterPoint
Mmmmrrrrrghh!

am so tired of hearing people – mostly
the non-breathing sort - trying to
champion the so-called “Zombie
Rights” movement. I can’t believe that this
is even up for debate – yet not a day goes by
that I don’t hear about how Zombies deserve equal
protection and
civil rights. For
example, last
Tuesday, there
I was sitting in
a burned out
automobile,
eating what is
probably the
last
turkey
By
sandwich that
I’ll ever eat,
and from out
of
nowhere
Concerned Citizen
popped a zombie seeking to
feast on body parts that I’d very much like
to hang on to, thank you very much! When
I grabbed nearby rocks and began chucking
them at the undead carnivore, a group of
people from down the street began yelling at
me. Me!

Let’s get this out of the way: despite what
the organization ZRAF (“Zombie Rights
and Flesh”) wants you to believe, Zombies
are not a “suspect class”. The Supreme
Court has recognized race, national origin, religion, and alienage as suspect
classes. What is not included in that list?
The undead. And if I have my way, that’s
how it will remain. (Think of the alternative – giving equal housing opportunties for the “living impaired”? There goes
the neighborhood, I guarantee!)

mmmmrrrrgggh!!! RRraagh!
Brg. Gruh? MmmBrains!!!!
Brains!!! Hchrrrr… Rrrrrrrrr
gggggggghhhhhh!!!! Hr. Braaaaaaaaaa
innnnns. Braaaaaiiiiiiiiinnnns. Br.
Grrbm. Crr
rgggar r r:
hrm; ccccrrrr;
mmmmrrrrr!

I

Edwin P.
Cobblepott

Their tirade seemed never-ending:
“Don’t discriminate against the livingimpaired!”
“They may not have working organs, but
you don’t have a heart!”

Simply put, I refuse to live in a world
where “Got Milk” is replaced with “Got
Flesh”; where humans, not pork, are the
other white meat; and where Lady Gaga
is replaced by… Well, actually, that that’d
probably remain the same, what with the
‘meat suit’ costume she likes to wear.
In any event, I’m putting my non-severed
foot down – America should not afford
Zombies any rights whatsoever. (Excluding Keith Richards, of course - because
he’s awesome). And another thing… Hey,
what was that noise at the front door.
Hold on a second. Hello? Is there someone there? I —- oh my lord!!!!!
Aaaarghhh! You bit me, you jerk! Great,
now I’m going to turn into one of you
guys….
Hmmm... To those of you still reading
this, I think I may have a change of heart
soon.

THANK YOU!
The following attorneys have accepted Pro Bono cases
through Prairie State Legal Services in March 2011.

Tina Adams
Burr Anderson
Deborah Goldberg

Kendrick Scott
Robert Stavins
Hans Stucki

To volunteer, please contact Susan Perlman at
sperlman@pslegal.org or 847-662-6925.

M

By

Sherman
Lieber
Former Living

Gurgle.
Mmm. Hhhhhhhchkt.
B r a i n s
b r a i n s
b r a i n s
brains.
Hrgk. Hrgkl.
Hrgggg.
Mmmmmbrains!

Brains. Seriously.Grrrmmkkk!
You can enjoy Sherman’s monthly column,
“Composin’ and Decomposin’!” each month
in the popular periodical Unnatural Geographic.
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2011 Legislative Update
Legislature Creates New Offense of Assault with a Sexy Weapon;
Four Local Attorneys Charged
ecently, the Illinois legislature enacted a new law making it illegal to
assault someone with a new class of
weapons. The new offense, Assault with a
Sexy Weapon, makes it unlawful to use a variety of implements in a threatening manner. Items now qualifying as weapons
include bras,
jock straps and
By
condoms,
among others.

sued a statement on Friday. “These hirsute criminals will not escape
justice,” Lisa Madigan
stated. “I am, however,
willing to meet one-on-one
with them to negotiate a
plea.” Ms. Madigan stated
that she might be willing
to give their sentences “a
haircut.”

The new law
was immediately invoked against four local
attorneys, Elliot Pinsel, Tom Pasquesi, Pat
Salvi, and Alan Pearlman, all of whose hair
qualify as a sexy weapon under the law.
(Mr. Pearlman has asserted a “look-alike”
defense, asserting that no one could honestly mistake his coiffure for real hair).

Complicating the law’s enforcement are considerations regarding how to try Attorney Doug Stiles represents defendant Elliot Pinsel in Mr. Pinsel’s
such cases. Voir dire pres- upcoming trial. Mr. Stiles says that no reasonable jury could find Mr. Pinents the AG with a partic- sel’s current hairstyle to constitute a “sexy weapon.”
ularly troubling situation,
since the defendants’ presence at jury se- Foreshadowing this defense, Mr. Salvi’s attorney has already told the press, “if the
lection would constitute an additional
hair doesn’t sit, they must acquit!”
crime against every female juror in a panel.
Trial experts have suggested placing a cap Mr. Pinsel could not be reached for comment, but his secretary referred reporters to his
attorney, Doug Stiles. Mr.
the hair doesn’t sit, they must acquit!
Stiles, who has never defended a criminal case in his
life, was asked what expertise
he brings to the case. “Listen,”
he
stated
while displaying an updated
on the defendants’ heads during selection.
photo of Mr. Pinsel, “I developed an ironclad
Prosecutors also fear that the defendants defense to these prosecutions years ago.”
will simply show up to trial with “bedhead,” the condition affecting individuals Trial dates have yet to be set for any of the
after a good night’s sleep. (Mr. Pearlman’s defendants. The Attorney General has retrial team has ruled out this defense on ac- quested a continuance to give her time to
count of the helmet-like nature of his hair). speak with experts from Supercuts.

R

Stephen
Rice

Likely realizing that their guilt is a foregone
conclusion, several of the defendants fled
the country. Mr. Salvi posted
a $14 million bond and fled
to Italy, where his preferred
f
hair gel is manufactured. Mr.
Pearlman was apprehended
at O’Hare, where the TSA discovered his hair in a hidden
suitcase compartment. Mr. Pasquesi cleverly placed his hair into The TP Irrevocable
Hair Trust and disclaimed all interest, but
the trust was immediately raided by its beneficiaries, who are currently at large.

I

Enforcement of the law resides exclusively
with the Illinois Attorney General, who is-
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April 1, 2011

Board of Director’s Meeting

Minutes
By

Keith
Grant,
Secretary

Minutes
By
MARJORIE
SHER,
part of

RICK
LESSER’S
New regime

Prior Minutes
A motion was duly made, seconded, carried and it was resolved that the minutes from the
March 15, 2010 Board Meeting
were dismissed in their entirety
as being inaccurate and not
based on anything that actually
occurred. To that end, it was decided that new minutes should
be fabricated by the Executive Director in order to make it appear
that Bar business was actually
conducted during the prior
meeting.
New Members
A motion was duly made, seconded, carried and it was resolved that the Board approved
the new members to the Lake
County Bar Association, but
only if the new members were
able to contribute one quarter of
their prior year’s earnings to the
Lake County Bar Foundation as
anonymous donors.
Treasurer’s Report
The Treasurer reported that the
Lake County Bar Association is
operating at a deficit comparable
to that run by the State of Illinois. To that end, a motion was
made, seconded, carried and it
was resolved that all Bar Members dues would be doubled for
the upcoming fiscal year. To that
end, each member’s dues would
be increased from $125.00
every six months to $250.00
every six months. The Executive
Director attempted to overturn
this Motion, as all dues increases
must be voted on by a Quorum
of the membership, however he
was completely ignored as the
Members scrambled to the buffet
table to serve themselves lobster,
petite fillets and champagne
which was supplied by the LCBA
for lunch.
Despite the deficit noted above, a

motion was made, seconded,
carried and it was resolved that
the Lake County Bar Association
would sell its accounts receivable
for the next 24 months in order
to pay for each Board Member to
travel to Hawaii, for a previously
planned relaxation and recreational seminar where no substantive
law
would
be
presentedor discussed.
In addition, a motion was made,
seconded, carried and it was resolved that Chris Boadt would
have a personal driver appointed
to transport him to and from his
home to the Bar Office, to the
health club as well as to various
bar functions throughout the
year at an annual salary of
$100,000.00. Several Board
members tendered their resignation, effective immediately, in
order to apply for this new position. When the driver is not operating a motor vehicle to
transport the Executive Director,
he or she shall have a space at
the Bar office to conduct official
Bar business, such as monitoring Jerry Springer and re-runs of
Oprah to look for material for the
upcoming Gridiron Show.
Consideration of Music
in the Courtrooms
Member Joy Fitzgerald has reported that the Courtrooms seem
to have lost a sense of decorum
and respect (or as she so eloquently stated: “R-E-S-P-E-CT!”). To that end, she has
proposed that Judges in all divisions be announced and enter
the courtroom to the following
songs at the beginning of the
court session, as well as entry
after a recess:
• The Family Law Division
Love Stinks by the J. Geills Band
• The Criminal Court Felony

MEMBERS PRESENT
Elizabeth Rochford
President
Perry Smith
First Vice-President
Marjorie Sher
Second Vice-President
Kevin Kane
Treasurer
Keith Grant
Secretary
Scott Gibson
Immediate Past President
Hon. Fred Foreman
Hon. Joann Fratianni
Steve McCollum
Gary Schlesinger
Michael Ori
Mark VanDonselaar
Chris Boadt
Executive Director

Division
I Fought the Law (and The Law
Won) by The Clash
• The Law and Chancery Divisions
Lawyers, Guns and Money by
Warren Zevon
• The Probate Division
Knocking on Heaven’s Door by
Bob Dylan
• The DUI Courtrooms
One Bourbon, One Scotch and
One Beer by George Thorogood
and the Destroyers
• The Traffic Division including Branch Courts
Highway to Hell by AC/DC
• The Small Claims Court
You Can’t Always Get What You
Want (but if you try sometimes,
you can get what you need) by
The Rolling Stones
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• Foreclosure and
Bankruptcy Courts
Money by Pink Floyd
A Motion was made, seconded,
carried and it was resolved
that the Lake County Bar
Foundation would use the increased member dues to pay
for not only the trips to Hawaii,
the driver for the Executive Director but also for the installation of a sound system in the
courtrooms for the purpose as
listed above.
Security and Courtrooms
Committee
A great deal of time was spent
trying to obtain a meeting between the Lake County Bar Association and the Security
Committee of the 19th Judicial
Circuit Judges, in order to discuss security passes for attorneys. After much discussion in
a joint meeting, it was resolved
that, truth be told, the only individuals that need to pass
through security at the Lake

County Courthouse, including
both passage through the
Magnetometers and full body
searches, would be the Lake
County Attorneys. Security
Passes will be issued to all
other individuals of the public
and Cook County attorneys to
avoid both the Magnetometers
and the full body searches. A
Motion was made, seconded
and carried and it was resolved
that all those attorneys who
are members of the Lake
County Bar Association, but
for Board Members of the
LCBA, would have to pass
through the magnetometers,
and that the members of the
public and Cook County attorneys would be issued passes to
avoid both the magnetometers
and full body searches. A Motion to amend the main motion to mandate full body
cavity searches of all Bar Association members died for
lack of a second.
Lake County Holiday Party

Richard Kopsick
to Obtain $25 billion
from Nigeria
Responding to a recent e-mail, former LCBA
President Richard Kopsick estimates that he
will receive $25 billion by assisting a Nigerian
official in freeing up $100 billion in escrowed
funds.
“I was told by e-mail that $100 billion was
being held in a Swiss bank and that I could receive one-quarter of this if I wired $125,000
to the account of Onzwiga Samusian, the
Deputy Associate Foreign Minister for Economic Development for Nigeria, to cover their
escrow costs,” Kopsick said.
Kopsick wired the $125,000 to the specified
overseas account last month and expects to receive the $25 billion any day.

The Board, three months after
the event, finally got around to
discussing the December 2010
holiday party. The Board discussed renaming the party
from the Holiday Party to the
Christmas
Party,
the
Hanukkah Party, the Kwanza
Party, or the Festivous Party
for the Rest of Us. No consensus was had by the Board
members, and thus, the issue
was tabled to be re-addressed
at the December, 2011 Board
Meeting, which is scheduled a
few days after the LCBA 2011
Holiday Party. A Motion was
made and seconded that for all
future holiday parties, Scott
Gibson would be required to
arrive in full Scottish dress, including a Kilt. An amendment
to the motion was offered and
quickly seconded, however,
that for all future years, underclothing also be required. Following a lively discussion on
the relative merits of mandating the wearing of undergarments at Bar Association
functions generally, the motion, as amended, was unanimously carried.
Courtroom Organization
The Board has been informed
that Court Administration requires additional space to conduct Courthouse business.
Thus, Court Administration
will be taking over Courtroom
C-201. The Felony court call
previously held in that courtroom will be relocated to the
Broom Closet across from the

April 2011
North Tower Elevator Banks. A
Motion was made, seconded,
carried and it was resolved
that the LCBA would put
speakers in that room as well
so that the Presiding Judge
over that Courtroom would
also enter the room to “I
Fought the Law” (And The
Law Won)” by the Clash, as
mentioned above.
Brown Bag Seminar
A Brown Bag Seminar is
scheduled for April 15, 2011
to discuss topics such as “Discovery - Who Needs it?”;
“Rules of Evidence - They
Don’t Apply in Every Case”;
and “Law Office Management
- How to Bill 2 Hours for 1
Hour of Work”. Consistent
with the sentiment of the last
topic, despite the fact that the
Brown Bag Seminar will only
be presented for 1 hour, each
participant will receive two
hours of MCLE credit.
New Programs
Board Meeting
The next board meeting scheduled for May 2011 is postponed as a result of the Board
Members’ aforementioned trip
to Hawaii. Board business may
be conducted poolside over
Mai Tai’s.
There being no additional
business, a motion was duly
made, seconded, carried and it
was resolved that the meeting
was adjourned.
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Bulletin
Board
DOWNTOWN WAUKEGAN
209 W. Madison - 1/2 block to
Courthouse - Elevator - Parking; All
or part of suite - 5 offices, large conference room, kitchen. First class facility. Call (847) 244-1436.
DOWNTOWN WAUKEGAN
Across from Courthouse, 275-1800
square feet. Janitorial provided.
Well maintained. Space available.
33 N. County & 325 Washington.
Please call Ron Pollack at (847)
482-0952.
OFFICE BUILDING FOR SALE
218 N. County St, Waukegan,
2,457 sq ft masonry building. 13
Parking spaces. City Garage across
the street. Asking $245,000. Seller
financing available. Virtual Tour:
www.tjproperties.com. (847) 6804740.
DOWNTOWN WAUKEGAN
SALE OR LEASE
222 N County St., Two adjacent Office condos available. 5,729 sq ft
$485,000 and 6,027 sq ft
$515,000. Seller financing available. Will lease 3 or more offices.
Fully furnished if required. 43 parking spaces. City Garage across the
Street. Vitual Tour: www.tjproperties.com. (847) 680-4740.
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Save The Date!
Lake County Bar Championship
Thunderhawk Golf Club
Thursday

July 21, 2011
• Over 100 lawyers and judges
• 18 –hole scramble
• Pre-round luncheon
• Post-round reception & awards
• MILLION DOLLAR SHOOT OUT!

Become a
sponsor now!
Call 847-244-3143

LCBA member?
FREE pick-up & delivery!
To place an ad
or for information
on advertising rates, call

(847) 244-3143

(847)

244-2272

1534 Washington Street • Waukegan
(1 mile W of the LC courthouse)
www.JobsPM.com

• Quick Copies Same Day
• Duplication Services
• Stationary/Business Cards
• Announcements
• Newsletters

• Mailing Services
• Internet Marketing
• Promotional Items:
Custom Pens, Mugs , Etc.
• E-mailed Files Accepted
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by

Kathleen M. Ryan
Vice-President, Lake County Bar Foundation

Foundation Follies
he Lake County Bar Foundation is delighted to announce that a number of reality television programs have agreed to team up with the foundation to raise funds for future
philantrophic endeavors. The following is a list of the shows and the featured stars:

T

• Trading Spouses: Starring Newt Gingrich who is forced to trade in his current wife for
a new one every time he sees the American flag or hears The Star Spangled Banner.
• Winning: Hosted by Charlie Sheen with anticipated first guest Rahm Emanuel.
• Who’s Your Daddy: Hosted by Former Senator John Edwards.
• Jersey Shore: Starring Former New York Congressman, Chris Lee. The married congressman explains “The Situation” that forced him to send shirtless photos of himself
to Craigslist with the caption, “I am a very fit, fun, CLASSY guy.”
• Extreme Makeover Special Hair Addition: With team leaders Rod Blagojevich and
Donald Trump.
• America’s Got Talent: Christine O’Donnell casts spells while simultaneously singing
her latest hit single, “I’m Not A Witch, I’m Not Anything You’ve Ever Heard Of, I’m You.”
• Shredding For The Wedding: With Queen Elizabeth outlining her new “royal” diet
plan as she and fellow Brits compete to see who can lose the most weight in anticipation
of the upcoming wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton.
• The King’s Speech: Hosted by Mayor Richard Daley and Vice President Joe Biden.
• The Social Network: Former President Bill Clinton explains how to multitask with
congressional aides while discussing foreign policy in the oval office.
• The Biggest Loser: Tiger Woods explains all steps necessary to go from being the greatest golfer in the world to capturing the title, The Biggest Loser.
• Keeping Up With Sarah Palin: Sarah Palin leads a book club discussion of her latest
best seller, Refudiating Myths About Sarah Palin.
Chapter One: Living Close to Russia Really Does Provide All the Foreign Policy Experience Needed to be President of the United States
Chapter Two: All of Them, Any of Them and Other Books and Newspapers on Her Must
Read List
Chapter Three: Recent Decisions of the Supreme Court That I Can’t Think of Right Now
• Survivor Wisconsin: Governor, Scott Walker is dropped off on a remote dessert island
and leads a team of contestants who must successfully negotiate their way off the island by seeing which group obtains the highest pay and best benefits package for its
members.
Watch for these and other new shows with guest appearances by LCBA members in the
near future.
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